
Kestrel LiNK Mobile Application  
How to Set Up Alert Services to Send Multiple Emails 
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Introduction: 
 
This tutorial will go through how to set up Alert Services with the Kestrel DROP or 
Kestrel 5000 Series unit with the Kestrel LiNK mobile application (either iOS or 
Android) using Gmail or MS Outlook.  Note this will not work with Kestrel LiNK for 
Windows or OSX. 

Use Case Example: 
 
Suppose you are monitoring the temperature of storage container and need to 
alert company management when the temperature goes above 50° F.  

Setup: 
 
You will need:  
• A Kestrel DROP or Kestrel 5000 series LiNK unit.    
• A nearby mobile device to run the Kestrel LiNK application 
• An email account (Note:  This tutorial covers using either Gmail or MS Outlook 

but other email services would follow a similar process). 
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Setting up the Kestrel LiNK Application 

1)  Go to the Home 
Button in the top left to 
open up the Application 
Options 

2)  Select Alert Services 3)  Make sure Alert 
Services is Enabled and 
then enter the primary 
email address to send 
the alerts (We will be 
adding more emails later 
on). 

4)  Next go to App 
Preferences in the 
Application Options 
menu. 
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Setting up the Kestrel LiNK Application (Continued) 

7)  Select the 
measurement(s) that 
you would like to be 
alerted on. 

8)  Enable Alert and 
then enter the values 
(min and max) that 
when the 
measurement is 
outside of that range, 
an alert will be sent.  
Save these values. 

6)  Next  using the Show 
button on the bottom of 
the screen, Select the 
Manage tab.  Then select 
the Manage Alerts option. 

5)  It is recommended to 
turn OFF Device Power 
Saving.  This way alerts 
will be sent, even if you 
leave the LiNK application. 
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Setting up Email Filter (Gmail Example) 

1)  Open up and log into your Gmail Account.  Select the Setting Button (as shown below) 

2)  Select the Forwarding and POP/IMAP tab.   Select Add a Forwarding Address. 

3)  Enter the first email that would also be 
receiving an alert email.   Select Next.  
Repeat this process for all emails that will 
be receiving alerts.  

email@email.com 
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5)  Next go to the Filters and Blocked Addresses tab.   Select Create a New Filter. 

4)  For Gmail, each person added will receive an email that they will need to confirm to be added. 

Setting up Email Filter (Gmail Example cont.) 
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Setting up Email Filter (Gmail Example cont.) 

6)  When creating the filter, you will want to add donotreply@nkhome.com in the From line.  Next 
click Continue. 

7)  Check the Forward it to option and select the first email address to send it to.  Click Update 
Filter.   Repeat steps 5-7 for every email that you would like to forward.  
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mailto:donotreply@nkhome.com


8)  When completed, all of the forwarding emails should show up on the page as shown below: 

9)  Now whenever an Alert is detected by the mobile device connected to the DROP, an email will 
be sent to all the parties listed above.    

Setting up Email Filter (Gmail Example cont.) 

The following slides will show how to do a similar process with MS Outlook. 
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Setting up Email Filter (MS Outlook) 

1)  First follow the steps to setup Alert Services in the beginning of this tutorial (slides 3 and 4). 
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2)  Next open up MS Outlook.  Go to File and then Manage Rules & Alerts.  Select NEW RULE.  
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Setting up Email Filter (MS Outlook cont.) 

3)  Select Apply rule on messages I receive.  

4)  Add donotreply@nkhome.com in the From 
field for the Rule Address. 

mailto:donotreply@nkhome.com
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Setting up Email Filter (MS Outlook cont.) 

5)  Select Forward it to people or public group.   

6)  If you have a public group already setup, you 
can enter it here.  Otherwise enter all the valid 
email addresses that you would like to receive 
the Alert and select Ok.  You can use a semi-
colon to separate multiple email addresses here. 
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Setting up Email Filter (MS Outlook cont.) 

7)  If there are exceptions you would like to put 
in, you can set those here but most likely you will 
just click Next. 

8)  When everything is completed, make sure 
you click on Turn on this rule and then select 
Finish. 
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Setting up Email Filter (MS Outlook cont.) 

9)  Please note, since MS Outlook is not typically on mobile devices, 
Outlook would need to be open and running on the computer that is 
setup with the filter and receiving the alert email.  You may want to adjust 
the frequency of how often MS Outlook looks for new emails so that there 
is not a big delay in the Alert being sent and the notifications going out. 

If you have any further questions, please send them to 
techsupport@nkhome.com 

 
Or 

 
Call us at (800) 784-4221 

mailto:techsupport@nkhome.com

